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Abstract. There has been a concerted effort in recent years to build data stream
management systems for a specific streaming application. Requirement for the
lowest space usage and fast response, the traditional skyline is not suit for
streaming data process. Two approaches are proposed to solve this problem,
namely D-skyline and T-skyline. These two methods are more excellent to
adapt to this kind of data characters that are huge, vary, distributed, and coming
in a high-speed rate. Focus on similarity search in streaming environment; our
proposed PHWKRGVJLYHDOPRVW³real´UHVXOWVin an approximate way.
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1

Introduction

In many stream applications [1, 2, 3], similarity search is more practical than exact
match in stream processing, where both query and data are always changed over time.
The length of multi-streams could be very large, since new values are continuously
appended. Therefore, the similarity of multi-streams is expressed by means of the last
values of each stream, using a sliding window approach. The naïve approach is to
delete the old items by using timestamp techniques, to re-apply the data reduction
mining technique on the new items, and finally store the resulting summary only in
the access memory to do the further final approximated result analysis. This process is
very efficiently both in CPU time and numeric items calculated by one-pass
processing. Since multi-streams are usually too large to be stored in main memory,
skyline algorithms for similarity search are used in the sense that emerged as an
important summarization technique happens in the main memory. Several algorithms
[4, 5] have been proposed targeting the efficient skyline evaluation on large datasets.
These solutions always classified into two categories, depending on whether they
assume an index. Intuitively, the index-based schemes are faster than indexindependent strategies, since they avoid accessing the entire data collection, yet their
applicability is significantly limited by the indexing requirement. They may not to be
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indexed which the data are dynamically produced in many streaming applications
(such as moving sensors, predicted analysis). Therefore, the traditional techniques
may not suit for streams exactly. Our proposed D-skyline and T-skyline is more
excellent to adapt to this kind of data characters.

2

Skyline Operator and Future Work

D-skyline and T-skyline are focus on requirement for the lowest space usage and fast
response to the users in a high accuracy guarantee results. D-skyline algorithm
organizes already computed multi-streams into sub-windows such that candidate
similar search tuples could quickly prune when they are dominated by some other
streams. For a candidate query, only their distance under the threshold could be
calculated and stored into sub-windows. In a defined time series, only the frequent
times for each stream need to be shown in each sub-window, then the most appeared
streams as an approximated result of similar search queries for the whole sliding
window domain. Other unsigned items would be removed in order to release space for
continuously coming new streams. T-skyline is similar to D-skyline except one pass
on the sub-windows, which need top-k items as a list only. One thing is that T-skyline
may use the lowest space usage than others and give a very exactly answers to satisfy
a more fast response. We demonstrate that both our methods are efficiency as data
reducing mining techniques for similarity search over multi-streams distributed
processing. The important thing is that they give more exactly approximate results as
lower as possible on space usage. In the future, we will show a more detailed
discussion on the difference between these two methods after evaluation experiments.
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